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Abstract

Hand gestures are quite suitable for space human-robot interaction (SHRI) be-

cause of their natural and convenient features. While the detection and localiza-

tion of hands are the premise and foundation for SHRI based on hand gestures.

But hand gestures are very complicated and hand sizes are very small in some

images. These problems make the robust real-time hand detection and local-

ization very difficult. In this paper, a feature-map-fused single shot multibox

detector (FF-SSD) which is a deep learning network is designed to deal with the

problems of hand detection and localization in SHRI. First, the background of

the method is introduced in this paper, including an astronaut assistant robot

platform, the difficulties of hand detection and localization, and introduction

of the state-of-the-art deep learning networks for object detection and localiza-

tion. Then, the FF-SSD is proposed for detecting and localizing hands especially

pony-size hands. This network magentatakes into consideration both accuracy

and speed with balanced performance. And in the experiment part, the FF-SSD

is trained and tested on hand databases which include a homemade database

and two public databases. At last, the superiority of the proposed method is

demonstrated compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
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1. Introduction

Space robots are required to assist astronauts in some tasks in the space

station because of the limited number of astronauts and the heavy space tasks.

In-cabin flying robots can fly and hover in the cabin, and most of them have

small sizes. So, they are quite suitable for assisting astronauts in the cabin.5

Astronauts can interact with the robots face-to-face via hand gestures or voice.

While the robots can collect information and send it to astronauts to monitor

in-cabin environment and equipment.

Nowadays, there are many famous in-cabin flying robots, some of them have

even been tested in the International Space Station (ISS). Such as Personal10

Satellite Assistant (PSA) [1], this robot is developed by NASA AMS Research

Center. It is employed to analyzing and monitoring in-cabin environment and

equipment, and it also can be used for health management for astronauts. Smart

SPHERES [2] is designed by MIT. Astronauts can supervise the cabin environ-

ment by controlling this robot remotely. Astrobee [3, 4] is inherited from PSA.15

It’s an in-cabin flying robot developed by NASA in the Human Exploration

Telerobotics2 (HET2) project. Crew interactive mobile companion (CIMON)

[5] is a special robot which is customized for astronauts by NASA and IBM. It

can freely float and move in the ISS and communicate with astronauts and as-

sist astronauts in some work. Take into account these robots, we also design an20

in-cabin flying robot named astronaut assistant robot (AAR) [6, 7]. Astronauts

can use hand gestures to communicate with this robot face-to-face [8].

In the process of SHRI based on hand gestures [9, 10, 11, 12], the detection

and localization of the astronaut’s hands are of great importance. They are

the premise and basis of gesture recognition and hand tracking. However, it25

is difficult to detect and locate astronauts’ hands. There are several reasons.

First of all, there are numerous hand gestures for SHRI. Second, it needs strong

real-time capability. What’s more, when the distance between the astronaut

and the robot is long enough, the image size of hand is small and the resolution

of hand image is very low. These situations increase the difficulties of hand30
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detection and localization.

At present, deep learning methods have achieved good results in the field

of object detection and localization. Typical deep learning models for object

detection and localization are Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-

CNN) [13], Fast-RCNN [14], Faster-RCNN [15], You Only Look Once (YOLO)35

[16] and Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [17]. Among them, SSD is a very

effective model, it takes into consideration the object detection accuracy and

real-time capability. Its accuracy is higher than YOLO and speed is faster than

Faster-RCNN. However, because of the characteristics of the network structure

of SSD, the detection of small objects is not very good. SSD model is not a40

good choice when a hand image is regarded as a small object. Therefore, it

is necessary to improve its framework to improve the detection accuracy for

small objects. Models such as Deconvolutional Single Shot Detector (DSSD)

[18, 19, 20] have improved the framework of SSD. But balancing accuracy and

real-time is still a challenge.45

This paper, focusing on the SHRI based on hand gestures, mainly studies

the astronaut’s hand detection and localization method using deep learning

networks. The main contributions of our work are summarised as follows:

• The proposed FF-SSD can deal with the detection of complex hand ges-

tures and pony-size hand images with a high accuracy.50

• The proposed network can achieve a satisfactory efficiency while ensuring

a high detection accuracy.

• The proposed method has been successfully implemented into the astro-

naut assistant robot.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in chapter 2, backgrounds of55

FF-SSD are introduced, they include the AAR platform, the difficulties of hand

detection and localization, and the introduction of state-of-the-art networks

for object detection and localization. In chapter 3, the FF-SSD network is
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Figure 1: The imaginary diagram that an astronaut uses hand gestures to control the AAR.

proposed. In chapter 4, the comparative experiment results are shown to prove

the superiority of the FF-SSD.60

2. Background

2.1. AAR Platform

The AAR is built for assisting astronauts to finish some space tasks. In

order to make astronauts communicate with the robot face-to-face, a hand-

gesture-based SHRI method is designed to make the communication naturally.65

Astronauts can use hand gestures to control the AAR when they are doing some

other things. Figure 1 is an imaginary diagram that an astronaut uses hand

gestures to interact with the AAR in the space station.

For the hand gestures of astronauts, a set of natural and reasonable hand

gestures is required for the hand gestures interaction between astronauts and70

AAR. American Signal Language (ASL) hand dataset [21] contains 26 kinds

of hand gestures, representing 26 English letters. They are easy to learn and

understand, so it is very suitable for SHRI. As a result, 8 hand gestures are

selected from ASL for using in SHRI, and the designed SHRI hand dataset is

shown in Table 1.75

For the AAR platform, it includes the AAR, an image capturing device

(Kinect v2) and an air floatation simulator. The robot uses the Kinect v2
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Table 1: SHRI hand gestures dataset.

ASL meaning Semantic meaning Hand gestures

B Begin to control

S Stop control

F Finish an action

P Path tracking

L Linear motion

R Rotational motion

O Object approaching

D Data transmission

to collect astronaut’s hand images, and then utilizes the hand detection and

localization system to locate hands to prepare for subsequent hand gestures

recognition and hand tracking. Where the air floatation simulator can simulate80

the microgravity environment in space station. Kinect v2 can collect RGB

images and deep images of hands. Onboard computer mainly includes GTX 1060

and STM32. From Figure 2, we can see that an astronaut communicates with

the robot face-to-face through hand gestures. And the first step of astronaut-

AAR interaction is detection and localization astronaut’s hand.85

2.2. Hand detection and localization

It is very difficult to detect and locate the gestures in Table 1. First of

all, unlike the detection of other objects such as vehicles, the changes between

different hand gestures are very large. This problem greatly increases the dif-

ficulty of hand detection. In addition, human hand is a non-rigid object with90

a complex structure. And different people’s hands have different sizes, shapes

and colors.
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Figure 2: SHRI platform.

Distance

Figure 3: Hand image sizes under different distances.

In addition, before performing hand gestures interaction, the distance be-

tween astronaut and robot should be considered. On the one hand, considering

the safety of astronauts, the AAR robot should keep a certain distance from95

the astronauts to avoid collisions. And the minimum distance is set to 0.5 me-

ters. On the other hand, considering the limited space in the cabin of the space

station, there should be a maximum distance and this distance is set to 5 me-

ters. And Figure 3 shows hand image sizes under the maximum distance and

minimum distance.100

As can be observed in Figure 3, when the distance between the astronaut

and the AAR robot is the maximum distance, the size of the hand image is

very small. The smaller hand size is, the lower the hand image resolution is. It

makes the hand detection and localization more difficult.
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In summary, the designed astronauts hand detection and localization method105

should meet the following conditions.

• It can detect and locate hands in real time.

• It can detect all kinds of SHRI hand gestures.

• It can get a high accuracy of hand detection and localization when hand

image size is very small.110

2.3. The state-of-the-art networks

Among the deep learning models for object detection and localization, the

SSD [17] has a very good performance, which not only has a high accuracy, but

also has a fast speed for real-time detection and localization. Its structure is

shown in Figure 4(a). It is a detector based on a full convolutional network115

that uses different layers to detect objects of different sizes. However, the SSD

model cannot get a good performance to small targets. Because the shallower

layers of the network have big sized feature maps which have enough contex-

tual information but less semantic information. While its deeper layers have

sufficient semantic information but through too many pooling layers, the sizes120

of feature maps are too small. When the detected hand has a small image size,

it needs both large feature map to provide enough detailed features, sufficient

intensive sampling, and sufficient semantic meaning to distinguish hand from

the background.

Aiming at the shortcomings of SSD’s poor detection to small targets, some125

improved models have emerged [18, 19, 20, 22]. Among them, one of the most

famous methods is DSSD [18]. It’s illustrated in Figure 4(b). Firstly, it replaces

the reference network of SSD from VGG-16 to Resnet-101. This can enhance the

feature extraction capability. And then it uses the deconvolution layer to add

a lot of contextual information. After deconvolution the feature map will have130

a higher resolution and richer contextual information, which can increase the

detection accuracy of small targets. But the detection speed will be reduced. As

the anterior part of hand gestures recognition, hand detection and localization
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Feature Map Predict Module

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) is the SSD framework, (b) is the DSSD framework.

need a fast speed to satisfy the real-time SHRI system. So, the DSSD is not a

good choice.135

3. Feature-map-fused SSD

3.1. The proposed FF-SSD

Borrow the DSSD’s idea that using deconvolution to combine deep layers

with shallow layers to increase the amount of contextual information, the net-

work can be simplified to increase the speed of detection and also ensure the140

detection accuracy of small objects.

According to the above, we change two parts for SSD network to improve

its framework.

• Replace VGG-16 layers with Resnet-101 layers. As we know from reference

[23], Resnet-101 can extract better features than VGG-16. In addition,145

compared with other networks, the structure of resnet101 is not that com-

plicated, which can guarantee the real-time performance of the network.

Because it uses shortcut connection framework to solve the performance

degradation problem when the depth of network is increased. The build-

ing block of residual learning is illustrated in Figure 5. And the residual150

mapping formula is shown as :

y = F (x) + x (1)
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Figure 5: A building block of residual learning.
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Figure 6: FF-SSD architecture.

where x indicates unit mapping, y indicates optimal solution, and F (x)

indicates the residual between the optimal solution and the unit map.

• Fuse the features of Conv4 3 layer and Conv6 2 layer. Because the SSD

network uses its shallow layers to detect small objects, it can find out which155

shallow layer is most suitable for small targets detection by visualizing the

shallow layers of the SSD network. As can be known from paper [22], when

object image size is small, compared with Conv4 3 layer, Conv3 3 layer has

insufficient effective receptive fields, and Conv5 3 layer and Fc6 layer have

larger effective receptive fields, but they will introduce more background160

noise. Therefore, Conv4 3 layer is most suitable for the detection of small

objects.

The improved network structure is shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, the features of Conv6 2 layer and Conv4 3 layer are
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Figure 7: Feature fusion module.

merged to increase the semantic information to the Conv4 3 layer. Thereby the165

detection accuracy of small targets can be increased.

The network loss function is

Lh(x, c, l, g) =
1

N
(Lh c(x, c) + αLh l(x, l, g)) (2)

The loss function includes two parts which are confidence loss and loca-

tion loss. Where N represents the number of default boxes for matching to

groundtruth boxes. xij = 0, 1 indicates that the ith default box matches the170

jth groundtruth boxes. C indicates confidence. l indicates default box and g

indicates groundtruth box. Lh c means confidence loss, it uses softmax loss,

while Lh l means location loss, it uses smooth L1 loss. Parameter α is utilized

to adjust the ratio between confidence loss and location loss and default α = 1.

3.2. Feature fusion module175

The feature fusion module in Figure 6 borrows the idea of deconvolution in

DSSD network. And its structure is shown as Figure 7.

The specific method is to deconvolve the feature map of the Conv6 2 layer

twice to get Deconv6 2 layer so that the Deconv6 2 layers size is the same as

Conv4 3 layer. Then a 3× 3 convolutional layer is used after Conv4 3 layer and180

Deconv6 2 layer. It can learn better features for fusion. After that, a regular

layer with different scales such as 10 and 20 is utilized behind these two layers.

Finally, the feature maps of these two layers are merged. According to reference
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[18], the element-wise product which is a kind of fusion method can get the

highest accuracy, so this method is chosen as the fusion method. As a result,185

the new layer Fusion conv43 conv62 is used to detect small targets.

Its function is

MF = RELU(MS ·MD) (3)

where RELU is an activation function. Its expression is

RELU(x) =

x if x > 0

0 if x ≤ 0

(4)

MF is the feature map matrix generated after the feature fusion of Conv4 3 layer

and Conv6 2 layer (the green block in Figure 7. MS is the feature map matrix190

before element-wise product for shallow layer Conv4 3. MD is the feature map

matrix before element-wise product for deep layer Conv6 2. And where

MS = Norm[Conv(M4 3)] (5)

MD = Norm10

{
Conv[Deconv(M6 2)]

}
(6)

where Norm is batch normalization [24]. M4 3 is the feature map matrix of

Conv4 3 layer, and M6 2 is the feature map matrix of Conv6 2 layer.

4. Comparative experimental results and discussion195

4.1. Hand databases

In order to recognize the above SHRI hand gestures, a set of Space Robot

Simple Sign Language (SRSSL) databases is made. The hand database collects

hand RGB images from 6 volunteers. Each person’s hand gestures include the

8 kinds of SHRI hand gestures, and they are split into 5 different sizes. Each200

person has 1000 hand images, so the total number of images is 6000. Five

peoples hand images (5000 images) are chosen as train data, and the other ones
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Figure 8: SRSSL database.

hand images (1000 images) used as test data. Parts of the SRSSL database

(“Begin to control” hand gesture images) are shown in Figure 8. Where PN

represents person number, XS,S,M,L and XL represent five different sized205

hand images which are extra small size, small size, medium size, large size and

extra large size.

Because the hand database is small, training directly on it cannot get a good

result. Therefore, combining this database with the existing hand detection

database can get better results. There are two public well-known hand databases210

used for detection and location. One is Oxford hand database [25] made by

Oxford University, and the other one is Egohands database [26] made by Indiana

University.

4.2. Network training framework

The network training framework consists of two steps. At the beginning, the215

structure of SSD300 is changed to FF-SSD300 architecture. In order to greatly

reduce the training time, the transfer learning [27] method is used in this step.

We train the existing model SSD300 VOC0712 on Egohands and Oxford hand

databases, and get a FF-SSD300 HandNet. After that, retrain this network on

SRSSL database and get a FF-SSD300 SpacehandNet at last. Thus, the FF-220

SSD300 SpacehandNet can detect and locate different space hand gestures. The

specific experimental framework is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Experiment framework.

4.3. Experiment results

The experiments are conducted in Caffe. The SSD network, the DSSD net-

work, and the FF-SSD network are trained and tested according to the network225

training method of Figure 9 respectively. During the training, use stochastic

gradient descent (SGD), and the start learning rate is 0.001, momentum is 0.9

and weight decay is 0.9. The changing mode learning rate choose multistep

mode, and the learning rate successively drops by 10 at 10000, 20000 and 25000

iterations. And performed a test after each 3000 training. The entire training230

process is conducted under Intel Core i5-6400 CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

6GB GDDR5, 16GB RAM. And the software is selected Caffe in the Ubuntu

16.04 64bit OS system.

4.3.1. mAPS of different databases

Two well-known public hand databases are used for hand detection and235

localization. One is Oxford hand database, and the other one is Egohands

database. The Oxford hand database is collected from various different public

image dataset source such as Skin Dataset [28] and PASCAL VOC 2007 and

2010. Most of its images are random hand gestures in our daily life. Using

this database only in the first training step cannot get a good result. Then240

the Egohands database is used, it contains 48 different videos of egocentric

interactions with pixel-level ground-truth annotations. Most of its images are

hand gestures that interact with objects. And it can get a better result than
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Figure 10: Test mAPs of the three networks.

Oxford hand database. At last, these three hand databases are combined and

we get a best result on FF-SSD300 network. The specific accuracies of these245

databases are shown as Table 2.

Table 2: mAPs in different databases.

Database mAP

Egohands + SRSSL 83.9

Oxford hand + SRSSL 73.7

Egohands + Oxford hand + SRSSL 89.4

4.3.2. mAPs of three networks

The test mAP curves for each network trained under SRSSL database are

shown in Figure 10.

As can be observed in Figure 10, after training, the final mAPs of the250

SSD300, DSSD321, and the FF-SSD300 on the SRSSL test set reached 83.913,
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89.900, and 89.422, respectively. The accuracy of the FF-SSD (89.422) is much

higher than that of the SSD (83.913). This is because there are a large number

of small-sized hand images in the test data, and the FF-SSD network has higher

detection accuracy for small-sized hand images than SSD networks. While the255

accuracy of the FF-SSD network (89.422) is slightly lower than that of the

DSSD network (89.900). This is because on the one hand, the input image size

of DSSD is slightly bigger than that of the FF-SSD, since there is no DSSD300

network, we have to use the DSSD321 network. On the other hand, DSSD

merges multiple deep layers with multiple shallow layers. The effect of infor-260

mation extraction after feature fusion is theoretically superior to that of the

FF-SSD network with only one layer of feature fusion.

4.3.3. Speeds of three networks

However, this project is required to analyze the network in terms of not only

accuracy but also speed. Therefore, the mAPs and FPS of the three networks265

are tested separately. The results are presented in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that although the accuracy of DSSD321 is

highest among these three networks, but its speed is very low and cannot satisfy

the necessary of real-time system. While the SSD300 can get a fastest speed

among them, but the accuracy of it is not sufficient. The improved SSD300270

cannot only get a high accuracy but also have a fast speed, so it is most suitable

in the hand-based SHRI system.

4.3.4. Different hand sizes

The test results of the three networks on SRSSL hand images of different

sizes are shown in Table 3.275

It can be seen from Table 3 that the accuracies of DSSD321 and FF-SSD300

are similar in every sized hand images. When the hand sizes are big enough

such as L and XL, these three network can get similar accuracies. And when

hand size is small such as XS and S, the SSD300 network cannot get good

results, while the DSSD321 and FF-SSD300 can get better results than that of280
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Table 3: mAPs on different sized hand images.

Deep learning models SSD300 DSSD321 FF-SSD300

XS 62.38 88.47 86.34

S 83.75 87.74 87.83

M 89.43 88.53 89.96

L 90.50 92.32 90.34

XL 93.48 92.43 92.21
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B S F P

L R O D

Figure 12: Hand detection and location on different hand gestures.

SSD300. This can prove that the FF-SSD can get expert performs when hand

size is small.

4.3.5. Different hand gestures

In order to prove that the FF-SSD network can detect different hand gestures

in SHRI hand gestures dataset, different hand gestures are tested on the FF-SSD285

network. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: mAPs on different hand gestures.

Hand gesture B S F P L R O D

mAP 90.76 88.01 88.38 89.42 89.64 89.73 86.96 92.00

It can be seen from Table 4 that the detection accuracies of all hand gestures

are above 88%. The S hand gesture gets the smallest accuracy which is 88.01%,

and the D hand gesture gets the biggest accuracy which is 92.0%. So, the FF-

SSD network can get expert performs on all different hand gestures. And some of290

the hand detection and localization images are shown in Figure 12, and the video

of hand detection is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG79nr1APZ4.
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5. Conclusion remakes and future directions

A novel feature-map-fused SSD network for hand detection and localization

is proposed in this paper, and it’s used in the astronaut-AAR hand-gesture295

interaction. The main contributions of the paper are:

• Our FF-SSD method can get higher accuracies on both complicated hand

gestures and small-sized hand images.

• Our method can balance both speed and accuracy with a satisfactory.

• Our method has been successfully implemented in the astronaut-AAR300

interaction system.

In addition, experiments on the FF-SSD network have mainly the following

contributions:

• Homemade a SRSSL database for astronaut’s hand detection and local-

ization, and use transfer learning to combine the SRSSL database with305

two public hand database.

• Compare the results of FF-SSD with the results of SSD and DSSD, the

experimental results can prove that the FF-SSD network cannot only in-

crease the detection accuracy of pony-size hands but also get a real-time

speed.310

• By testing the FF-SSD network on images which have different hand ges-

tures, the results can prove that the FF-SSD can detect and locate the

SHRI hand gestures effectively and efficiently.

The FF-SSD network can get a good performance for hand detection and

localization, but there are also some defects, for example, when two hands are315

very close with each other, the method will detect them as one hand. And this

method cannot distinguish right hand and left hand. So, it’s very important to

deal with these problems in the future. In addition, the FF-SSD method will

be favorable to add in hand gesture recognition.
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